John Paul Jones Chapter
The Maryland Society
Sons of the American Revolution
Annapolis, Maryland
1 April 2021

Meeting Minutes for 1 April 2021 Board of Managers Meeting
President Ron Shuey called a special meeting of the John Paul Jones (JPJ) Chapter Board
of Managers (BOM) at 2:00pm on 1 April 2021 at the Glory Days Grill in Edgewater,
MD to discuss the loss of funds from the Chapter’s bank account. Present at this meeting
were Chapter Presidents Ron Shuey, Chapter Vice President Kevin Eichleberger, Chapter
Secretary Mark Deeds, and a number of Past Presidents including: Hall Worthington,
Barry McKown, John Harvey, and Chris Beck. Also present was State Society President
Gene Moyer and State Society Chancellor Charles Bogino online via Zoom.
A Summary of Information (See below) was provided to all attendees, which outlines the
unauthorized withdrawal of at least $10,650.00 from the JPJ Chapter accounts in a series
of three withdrawals, the first being December 17, 2020, with the last on March 11, 2021,
by Compatriot and Chapter Treasurer Michael J. Kelley, Jr. The summary also details all
actions taken by Chapter Officers since the deficit was uncovered.
The BOM discussed options on fund recovery and the future disposition of Compatriot
Kelley. Three potential resolution methodologies discussed were:
1. Criminal Prosecution, swearing out a formal legal complaint and turn over to the
state for prosecution. Potential for criminal conviction; 1-5 years in prison potentially, or possible probation; effect on family who include young compatriots as
well; concerns about restitution of funds and public scrutiny.
2. Civil Prosecution, Civil Suit agains Compatriot Kelly for restitution of fraudulently
taken Chapter funds for personal use, resulting in Civil judgement for restitution.
Potential bankruptcy; additional legal costs to the Chapter, potential public scrutiny; concerns about effectiveness in full restitution; real leverage over Compatriot
Kelly to fully comply, and not default again.
3. Negotiated Contract Repayment, Negotiate a Formal Written Contract for restitution based on his plan for returning the funds taken. Contract may be written to not
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limit any further actions to the Chapter if, for any reason, Compatriot Kelley fails
to live up to the contract, including either Civil or Criminal Actions. If ultimately
effective in reinstating funds, this also leaves further options open to the Chapter
with regard to Compatriot Kelley’s status, yet would seem likely to present the
least possibility of public scrutiny into the matter, and or negative impact upon
other family members who are fellow compatriots as well.
The BOM also believes it is critically important for Compatriot Kelley to address the
Chapter Membership, explain his actions, and allow fellow Compatriots to comment. To
that end the Chapter scheduled a special Chapter Meeting to provide Compatriot Kelley
with that forum. This special meeting is scheduled for 10 April 2021 at 12:00pm at the
Glory Days Grill, Edgewater, MD with a concurrent Zoom Meeting for those not able to
attend in person. This meeting will be a member’s only, single agenda item meeting.
President Shuey called Compatriot Kelley during the meeting and received Compatriot
Kelley’s agreement to attend that meeting, and address the members of the Chapter.
The BOM will move forward with a full audit of Chapter assets covering the last two
years and recover and all Chapter assets currently held by Compatriot Kelley.
It was noted that Compatriot Kelley belongs to several other genealogical organizations
to which many of our members also belong. Compatriot Kelley during meetings with the
Chapter President and Secretary, as well as the State SAR Secretary indicated he had no
financial access to funding within other organizations. It is recommended that any members of those organizations review Compatriot Kelley’s positions within any organizations he also is a member as to financial involvement, and if any found, suggest the organization might wish to audit their funds, if they have not recently due to some concerns
found in our organization which are still under investigation, without mentioning specific
person. We have no specific evidence he did anything fraudulent with any other individual or organization, nor any signed confessions even for our own losses. We do not wish
to cause our Chapter potential legal action for accusations we have no way of proving, or
any real evidence that he did anything to any other organization. That not withstanding,
an open ended, none judgmental, recommendation that they might wish to audit their
funds, without specifics of why would be reasonable.
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During the meeting Compatriot Shuey indicated that Compatriot Kelley stated his plan
only the night before in a telephone status call of paying his first installment in restitution
this day, and forwarding to both the President and Secretary copies of the Receipt of
those funds to the PNC bank account of the Chapter. Compatriot Deeds checked his
email and found such a copy of the receipt as Compatriot Kelley. The Receipt was for
$1000. Compatriot Shuey also noted that Compatriot Kelley had indicated to him that to
date, he has not received the COVID Relief Bill payment, which he expected to be approximately $7000. In the plan Compatriot Kelley forwarded to the President, he indicated the payment of $5000 back to the Chapter from that payment. Compatriot Kelley
reiterated that plan as soon as he gets those funds in that phone conversation.
The BOM resolved to move forward with Negotiated Repayment Contract. State Chancellor Bogino is authoring a draft contract for BOM review and editing. The goal is to
have a prepared contract available at the 10 April meeting.
The meeting was adjourned shortly before 4 PM.
Respectfully Submitted

Original Signed by Mark D. Deeds
Mark D. Deeds
Secretary
John Paul Jones Chapter
Maryland Society, Sons of the American Revolution
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